
 

Israeli Road Map Obligations and Reporting Tasks 
 

 
SUBJECT OBLIGATION REPORTING BY 

1. “Consistent with the Mitchell Report, GOI freezes all settlement activity (including natural 
growth of settlements).” SETT., PMG Settlement Freeze 

2. “GOI immediately dismantles settlement outposts erected since March 2001.  SETT. 

Jerusalem Institutions 
3. “GOI reopens Palestinian Chamber of Commerce and other closed Palestinian institutions in 

East Jerusalem based on a commitment that these institutions operate strictly in accordance 
with prior agreements between the parties.” 

JER. 

4. “All official Israeli institutions end incitement against Palestinians.” SEC., PMG 
5. “GOI takes no actions undermining trust, including deportations, attacks on civilians; 

confiscation and/or demolition of Palestinian homes and property, as a punitive measure or to 
facilitate Israeli construction; destruction of Palestinian institutions and infrastructure; and 
other measures specified in the Tenet work plan.” 

JER., PMG Security, Attacks & 
Incitement 

6. “Restructured/retrained Palestinian security forces and IDF counterparts progressively resume 
security cooperation and other undertakings in implementation of the Tenet work plan, 
including regular senior-level meetings, with the participation of U.S. security officials.” 

SEC. 

7. “As comprehensive security performance moves forward, IDF withdraws progressively from 
areas occupied since September 28, 2000 and the two sides restore the status quo that existed 
prior to September 28, 2000.” 

SEC., PMG 
Redeployment / Access 

& Movement 8. “GOI fully facilitates travel of Palestinian officials for PLC and Cabinet sessions, 
internationally supervised security retraining, electoral and other reform activity, and other 
supportive measures related to the reform efforts.”  

SEC. 

9. “Israeli leadership issues unequivocal statement affirming its commitment to the two-state 
vision of an independent, viable, sovereign Palestinian state living in peace and security 
alongside Israel, as expressed by President Bush, and calling for an immediate end to violence 
against Palestinians everywhere.”  

??? 

10. “GOI facilitates Task Force election assistance, registration of voters, movement of candidates 
and voting officials. Support for NGOs involved in the election process.” ??? 

Miscellaneous 

11. “GOI and PA continue revenue clearance process and transfer of funds, including arrears, in 
accordance with agreed, transparent monitoring mechanism.” ??? 
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